
Questions and Answers with Mike Webb – August 6, 2007 

 

Q: I had a question on player ejections.  Three years ago, I ejected a player.  It just so 

happened the following week, I had the same team again. While the ejected player was 

not in uniform and did not participate, I noticed him with the team in street clothes at pre-

game warm ups and on the sideline with the team during the game.  What is the proper 

procedure for the officials? 

 

Mike: As to the player who was ejected the prior week and is in or near the team box.  

Remind the coach, file a Special Report to the WVSSAC office but do not assess any 

type of penalty.  Once the official has ejected a player or coach the rest of the WVSSAC 

Ejection Policy is an administrative problem. 

 

Q: Will WVSSAC set standards for the placement of 25-second clocks? The reason I 

am asking is that I saw various locations for clocks last year, including some which were 

almost sitting on the ground on the endline.  

 

Mike: The placement of 25-second clocks is only a recommendation, possible litigation 

problems if required.  Grimm Scientific has specs on their website for placement. (See 

http://www.ready-ref.com/PDF/Installation.pdf).  What Grimm shows is what I 

recommend. 

  

Q: More schools are providing referees with wireless mikes at HS games.  Do you 

have a list of recommendations for the referee when he turns the mike on?  Do you 

announce the offending team as offense or defense; or by team color?  Do you announce 

the number of the offending player? 

 

Mike: We now have recommended procedures for using a field microphone in our  

Officials Manual. 

 

Q: Here’s a game situation. 

 

Team K is in scrimmage kick formation at the R 45 yard line. K12's punt is high and 

comes down on the R 10 yard line, where it takes a favorable bounce for K and is rolling 

toward the goal line. All of the deep receivers for R, seeing that the punt was coming 

down near the 10 yard line, move away from the kick. The kick is just about to roll into 

the end zone when K30 intentionally bats it in an attempt to keep the ball from going into  

the end zone. His bat moves the ball back out over the 5 yard line where it comes to rest 

at the R 6 yard line. 

 

Now, the dissection. 

 

The result of the play is that R will put the ball in play, first and 10, at the R 6 yard line. 

But let's take a closer look. 

 

First, realize that K30 is guilty of first touching of the scrimmage kick with his bat of the 



ball just before it went into the end zone. That first touching is of no relevance in our 

particular caseplay because R will choose to take the result of the play. 

 

There are, however, situations where that first touching would figure prominently into the 

final result. Take the situation where K30 is the only K player in the vicinity of the ball. 

After he bats the ball inside the 1 yard line, his momentum takes him several yards into 

the end zone. Meanwhile, R10, one of the deep receivers, sees no one around the ball as  

it is rolling out past the 5. He runs over and scoops up the ball and takes off down the 

near sideline and reaches the 25 yard line where he fumbles the ball. The ball is 

recovered by K44, who runs in for an apparent touchdown. 

 

Basic mechanics 

 

Proper mechanics will have one of the Back Judge's beanbags on the ground at the point 

where K30 batted the ball. This represents the point of first touching and, consistent with 

6-2-5, R may take the ball at the spot of first touching, or any spot if there is more than 

one spot of first touching, or they may choose to have the ball in play as determined by 

the action which follows first touching. 

 

The result of the play is a touchdown for K, so you can be darn certain that R will choose 

to take the ball at the spot of first touching, which is the spot where K30 batted the ball. 

The important point with this 9-7-2 exception is that R has the choice of taking the ball at 

the spot where the ball was batted by K because that represents first touching. You see 

the importance of dropping a beanbag on that spot. 

 

I understand the rule, but wonder if it fair? 

 

Should the right for R to take the spot or spots of first touching not exist if R takes 

possession of the ball after first touching and before the down ends? 

 

Mike: The rules provide R the choice of taking the ball at the spot of first touching, or 

the result of the play. 

 

PLAY:  K3 bats the ball away from his end zone and there are three or four K players 

getting ready to surround the ball, which is still rolling.  R2 sweeps in and in a daring act 

picks up the ball and runs it several yards down the field.  His gamble may pay off if he 

gains more yardage than the first touch provides and he is going to be provided the ball 

where first touched if his gamble does not pay off or he fumbles and K recovers. 

Remember, K gives up possession by punting the football.  Why did K give up  

possession?  Was it because of bad field position or what?  R (as B) put K in this 

predicament.  Therefore it is the feeling of the rules body that giving R the choice of the 

spot of first touching or the result of the play is consistent with good football strategy. 

 

 

 


